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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION
The traditional flow shop scheduling problem, in which a finite number of jobs require processing on a specified number of machines, is a fundamental production scheduling research problem. Each unique job consists of a number of tasks and is processed by routing it through each machine in a prescribed order. The objective is to find a permutation of jobs which minimizes some objective of interest. The most frequently studied objective is makespan, which is the time when the last job completes on the last machine. The objective may be machine related or job related. Minimization of the overall completion times of all the jobs in the flow shop is the most common objective documented in literature. A complete survey of the flow shop scheduling problems has been reported by [1] . Minimizations of both tardiness and flow time of jobs have also been reported in literature. The flow shop scheduling problem has been shown to be NP-hard by [2] . A number of nuances of the flow shop scheduling problem exist. In some instances, all the jobs in the flow shop are processed through the machine in the same order. This constitutes a subclass of problems known as permutation flow shop problem. From an application stand point, one or more jobs in a permutation flow shop scheduling problem may not require processing in one or more machines resulting in what is known as a bypass flow shop scheduling problem. A hybrid flow shop is different from the traditional flow shop in the sense that it consists of several manufacturing stages with several unrelated parallel machines instead of a sequence of single machines [3] .An extensive review on research carried out on Hybrid Flow Shop has been presented by [4] . A number of techniques [5] have been proposed to obtain near optimal solutions to flow shop scheduling problems. They include genetic algorithm ( [6] , [7] ), Ant Colony Optimization [8] , NEH algorithm [9] , CDS algorithm [10] , Simulated Annealing [11] , and Tabu Search [12] . The different exact techniques and heuristics for flow shop scheduling can only be used to find the sequence of the jobs which optimizes the objective of interest but does not provide the value of the objective. The Gantt chart is commonly used for obtaining the objective value after the optimal sequence has been obtained. A Gantt chart is a bar chart that is a visual representation of the sequencing and duration of activities on any given project [13] . The use of Gantt charts for presenting the start and finish time of jobs on different machines as well as the completion time of all jobs can become complicated to develop and understand when the number of jobs and machines increases. To address this challenge, a network representation of a flow shop scheduling problem is developed to facilitate the determination of the makespan of a permutation flow shop. The developed network representation of the flow shop is solved using integer linear programming approach. j can be viewed as a set of tasks, with each of the tasks carried out on a specific machine. The time it takes to process a job on a machine may be constant, non-negative or even zero. In the case where the processing time of a job on a machine is zero, it implies that the job is not processed on the machine in question. A number of assumptions are made in flow shop scheduling. All jobs are ready to be processed at time zero, each job has a predetermined operation time on all machines, machines can be kept idle, always available and can process only one operation at a time, jobs are non preemptable and set up times of jobs on the machines are sequence independent and the set up times as well as transportation times of a job are included in the processing time for jobs.Consider the following sequence of jobs in a flow The longest path of the network can be found using the following integer LP formulation In the linear programming model described in Eqs 1 -4, Eq (1) ensures that the unit flow goes through the longest path in the network; Eq (2) guarantees that only a unit flow enters the network through the source (starting node); Eq (3) forces conservation of flow at internal node in the project network. Specifically, it ensures that a unit of flow goes into a node and a unit of flow leaves the node. 
In the linear program, A and V represent the set of directed edges and nodes respectively. In the linear programming model presented, the critical activities correspond to the constraints which are satisfied as equations at the optimal solution. 7. 7. 7. 7. NUMERICAL SOLUTION NUMERICAL SOLUTION NUMERICAL SOLUTION NUMERICAL SOLUTION In this section, the applications of the two approaches for scheduling flow shop problems are presented. In the first example, our interest is to find the makespan of the flow shop whose optimal sequence has been obtained a priori. The second example illustrates the case where we are also interested in the start, finish, job waiting and machine idle times in addition to the makespan of the flow shop problem. The optimal sequence which minimizes the makespan of the flow shop problem is A-D-E-C-B-G-F. The optimal sequence is obtained using Johnson's rule. Johnson's rule gives the optimal sequence but not the makespan of the flow shop problem. Using the methodology described previously, the following network is developed from the flow shop problem. The linear program in LINGO is shown below: (Objective function) max=6*x12+12*x23+20*x34+30*x45+24*x56+18*x67+22*x78+16*x29+13*x1011+24*x1213+20*x1415+2 0*x1617+6*x1819+2*x2021+0*(x310+x910+x1112+x412+x1314+x514+x1516+x616+x1718+x718+x192 0+x820); (network constraints) x12=1;x12=x23+x29; x23=x34+x310; x29=x910; x910+x310=x1011; x34=x45+x412; x1011=x1112; x1112+x412=x1213; x45=x56+x514; x1213=x1314; x1314+x514=x1415; x56=x67+x616; x1415=x1516; x1516+x616=x1617; x67=x78+x718; x1617=x1718; x1718+x718=x1819; x78=x820; x1819=x1920; x1920+x820=x2021; x2021=1; (binary constraints) @bin(x12); @bin(x23); @bin(x34); @bin(x45); @bin(x56);@bin(x67); @bin(x78); @bin(x29); @bin(x910); @bin(x1011); @bin(x1112); @bin(x1213); @bin(x1314); @bin(x1415); @bin(x1516); @bin(x1617); @bin(x1718); @bin(x1819);@bin(x1920); @bin(x2021);
The solution to the network problem is shown in Table 2 Table 2: Solution to example 1
1 The objective function value is equal to 134 9. 9. 9. 9. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 2 Consider the following five jobs three machines flow shop scheduling problem. The optimal sequence which minimizes the makespan has been found using Johnson's rule and is ADEBC. The task is to determine the makespan of the flow shop The flow shop problem with the sequence ADEBC is equivalent to the network model shown in Figure 2 .0.
The project network data for the numerical example is presented in Table 4 . Table 4 : Project data for network model of flow shop
The network model of the flow shop problem is shown in Figure 2 . The jobs in the flow shop in the respective machines have been represented as activities on the project network. An activity is denoted by a directed line between two nodes. The activities have been carefully ordered in the network diagram to retain the technological constraints. The uses of dummy activities have been used to preserve the precedence requirements amongst the different activities in the project network. Dummy activities have been denoted by directed dashed lines. Based on the developed network diagram, a linear programming model was formulated for the flow shop problem using the method adopted by [14] . The decision variables used in the formulation of the linear program are the start and finish times of the activities (jobs on machines). The linear program is presented here under in Figure  2 -T12>=8; T3-T2>=5;  T5-T4>=0; T9-T6>=0; T13-T12>=0; T17-T16>=0; T5-T3>=0; T7-T5>=3;  T9-T7>=0; T10-T9>=4; T13-T10>=0; T14-T13>=6; T17-T14>=0; T18-T17>=2;  T8-T3>=8; T11-T8>=7; T15-T11>=11; T19-T15>=10; T20-T19>=6; T8-T7>=0;  T11-T10>=0; T15-T14>=0; T19-T18>=0;   Table 5: solution to example 2   Variable  Value  T20  51  T2  4  T1  0  T4  10  T6  15  T12  24  T16  32  T3  9  T5  10  T9  15  T13  24  T17  32  T7  13  T10  19  T14  30  T18  34  T8  17  T11  24  T15  35  T19  45 The result of the flow shop scheduling problem is summarized in Table 6 . The Table shows the start, finish and the waiting times of the jobs on each machine in the flow shop problem. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS The result shows for numerical example I shows that a unit flow passes through the paths 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-20-21. The variables representing paths which connect the pair wise node numbers assumed a value of unity from the solution to the linear programming model. The addition of the duration of the tasks along this path amounts to 134 hours. Therefore the makespan of the flow shop problem for the sequence ADECBGF is equal to 134 hours. Table 6 shows a summary of the result extracted from the LINGO 7.0 output for numerical example 2. The computation reveals that the makespan is equal to 51 minutes. This is equal to the event time of the terminal node in the project network. As expected for a permutation flow shop problem, there is no job waiting time on the first machine in the flow shop. The start and finish times of the jobs on the machines shows that a total of 10 minute idle time is obtained on machine 2 while no inserted idle times are included for the third machine. 
